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Dear Family and Friends,

Happy New Years!  As a friend posted recently on Facebook, “Why do I wish people ‘Happy
Holidays’?  Because from November 1 to January 15 there are approximately 29 holidays
observed by 7 of the world’s major religions.  And I don’t think mine are the only ones that
count.”  Not to mention that “Being an American Christian means celebrating the birth of a
Jewish savior by receiving gifts beneath a Pagan tree from an obese German trespasser,” as
posted by another friend.  Ahh … excuse me … the mind turns to mush when Facebook is the
main reading material.

And I apologize if each year my holiday letter is less funny.  Little kids are funny, big kids not so
much, and adults can be downright tragic.  In fact the funniest thing I can think of was recently
when my husband came home from shopping and announced that he had bought some “extra
black ties.”  I gave him a questioning look, and he said, “Everyone I know is dying!  There’s
always a funeral to go to!”  Well, it gave me a good laugh at the time.  Of course we are going to
a funeral tomorrow, not funny.

And we not only attended but performed at my dad’s memorial service recently, while our sons
wore the “extra black ties.”  My father passed away almost two months ago.  This was painful,
but I threw myself into creating a memorial website at www.forevermissed.Richard-Lion-Russell
that is filled with amazing tributes, articles from other financial writers, and the entire video of
his tribute dinner in 2009 (at which Mike and I performed his “life in review” - see part 4).

Helping to organize his “Celebration of Life” was also healing.  My siblings and others gave
memorable speeches, I enjoyed visiting with many people I hadn’t seen in ages, and we laughed
over memories such as how Dad’s house was always cold and dark (saving energy/money).

I had been overcome with a musical urge after his passing, and Mike and I sang several songs
that had come to mind strongly – “The Three Bells,” “Moon River,” “Always,” and “You Raise
Me Up.”  I want to give a shout-out to Mike for always going along with my crazy schemes, and
perhaps realizing after 30 years that they generally turn out well (in no small measure due to
him)!

And I will acknowledge myself as well for all I am doing at the moment: still running Dow
Theory Letters, in the process of selling it, executing my father’s estate, moving my mom and
caretakers back to the house across the street (including breaking the lease on their old place,
getting current tenants across the street moved out, and getting the house repaired), getting new
tenants for our rental in Visalia, entertaining our kids who are home for the holidays, etc.

I have coped with excessive stress by overeating … what else is new … and have plans to go
back to food journaling and a green-smoothie cleanse as soon as I can get a few things off my
plate, no pun intended.  I have also disappointed gluten-free family members by taking up baking
bread (especially sourdough!) as my new hobby, following the terrific book, Artisan Bread in
Five Minutes per Day.



Mike never ceases to amaze me, being the … um … original guy that he is.   The other day we
were at a coffee shop in Visalia somewhat late in the evening, and he said to the middle aged
waiter, out of the blue, “Who put the ram in the rama rama ding dong?”

“Excuse me, Sir?” said the completely puzzled waiter.  Mike repeated the question, and then
added, “and who put the bop in the bop shi bop shi bop?”

I had no idea what he was talking about, or whether he was even trying to make any sense.  I
never know whether to cringe or be in complete awe at Mike’s outgoingness and willingness to
say anything to anyone.

But this funny question led to a conversation … the waiter and I finally realizing Mike was
quoting a doo-wop song … and the waiter recommending a great Mexican restaurant!

Well, I have always been attracted to quirky characters … we all have our “types” … and I
certainly got mine!

Other interesting quotes from Mike Doering on this trip: “I hope I didn’t just brush my teeth with
Benadryl but I think I did.  It didn’t taste much like toothpaste.”

Of course this is in the off moments from his working an 8-12 hour day painting and fixing while
I go back and forth to Home Depot and clean.

Kid news:

Nick has been completing his degree at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, while also
working as a teaching assistant for graphic design and a research assistant for a couple of
professors’ projects.  This has also been a year of struggling with landlords and bureaucracies for
Nick.  He finally got access to his house’s garage after a year and a half, and got some needed
healthcare after two years of waiting and phone tag.  Other good news is that he got a community
undergraduate engagement award (scholarship!) for giving back to the SIAT (School of
Interactive Arts and Technology) community, and took a terrific trip to Scandinavia over the
summer.  Go Nick!

Jake got the “job of his dreams” as product designer for a tech start-up in San Francisco.  The
irony is that he had always envied his friends who moved to San Francisco for their great new
jobs, but at this point it was the last thing he wanted to do since his girlfriend is still in Los
Angeles at UCLA.  But he is sharing a nice house with four friends from UCLA, and his
company just released its first app, “Funder,” which is a spoof on tech start-ups!  It can be gotten
for free from the Apple Store at this link https://appsto.re/us/nG1S-.i  You have to have a Twitter
account to play it.  It is actually a “practice” app.  Their next and first “real” offering will be an
app to increase people’s creativity.  So Jake is getting to put his psychology / cognitive science
studies at UCLA to good use!  So proud of the Jakester!

Nina studied abroad in Paris last semester, improving her French and taking interesting classes
such as The History of Haute Couture in Paris, Fashion and the influence of Mass Media, and
French Civilization and Culture.  She also worked part-time as an English tutor for an 11-year-
old French girl whom she was very fond of.



Life with Nina is always dramatic.  This year it included the terrorist attacks in Paris (luckily she
was on a weekend trip to Norway) … having first her iPhone and then her wallet stolen … being
locked out of her dorm with her bags inside and no way to reach anyone inside when it was time
to go to the Paris airport to return home … I’ll stop there.

Things we are thankful for include: friends … reconnecting with even more old friends via
Facebook … just staying alive and well, and things eventually falling into place and working out.
As my “What is Your Life’s Motto?” test on Facebook recently spit out, “He who treasures the
small things in life has found the path to true happiness.”  (Obviously Facebook is a major
source of both my social and intellectual life … scary …)

I have enjoyed a lot of great books as usual.  Concurrent with Nina being in France, I discovered
some fascinating books about French childrearing (actually as the result of an article on
Facebook!).  Currently I am listening to French Kids Eat Everything: How our family moved to
France, cured picky eating, banned snacking, and discovered 10 simple rules for raising healthy,
happy eaters.  The suspense of how a mom got her spoiled American children to eat like French
children … I can hardly put it down.

Nina and I are also listening to Bringing Up Bébé: One American Mother Discovers the Wisdom
of French Parenting – one of the most helpful, profound and entertaining books on childrearing I
have ever read – and I’ve read a lot of them!  My brief summary: France has an “adult-centered”
rather than “child-centered” culture, enjoys free high-quality daycare and subsidized nannies,
values balance rather than insane academic competition and catering to kids, and children are
lovingly but consistently taught to behave themselves!

I also read all the Blue Zones books by Dan Buettner, a researcher and writer for National
Geographic.  Blue Zones are places on the earth where a much higher percentage of people than
usual reach 100 years of age.  Buettner and his team of experts have very methodically and
scientifically researched the health, social and spiritual practices of such places, and come up
with “nine lessons” that distill them (see below).  This has been very exciting and life-changing
for me, and I am trying to put these principles into practice in my own life.  (Of course my
husband’s new hobby is barbecuing, right when I’m trying to eat a more plant-based diet … we
are on opposite pages as usual.)  The principles are pretty basic, but feel like a great place to start
in positive habit formation.  The books feel like a parent talking some sense into me.

They also remind me of when I discovered writings about near-death experiences, and said to
myself – that is my kind of research (about spirituality) – hearing from people who have died and
come back!  This feels the same way.  There are so many competing theories about diet, for
example.  But I would prefer to “listen” to those who consistently live to a very old age!

Buettner and team are also trying to create more “Blue Zones” in the US (there is already one in
Loma Linda, California, epicenter of the Seventh Day Adventists and their healthy habits).  The
essence is community organizing so that people are continually nudged toward healthy habits,
rather than relying on the individual decisions of persons surrounded by unhealthy temptations.



In conclusion, my dear friend Amy just asked me if Mike and I find time to do anything fun
together.  I told her – well, really, we just sit on the couch together, that’s about it.  But really,
what could be better than doing nothing with the one you love?

Of course we also have our wonderful German university student roommate, Konstantin, who
drags us out of our lair to “have fun” fairly regularly.  He says we owe him trips to Julian and
Mexico (cancelled due to various emergencies), so those are bound to happen!

On that happy note, hail 2016!  We hope you have a happy, healthy and productive year!

Love,

Daria, Mike, Nick, Jake and Nina

Blue Zones Nine Lessons and Daria’s commentary

1) Move Naturally – rather than going to the gym, selectively “de-convenience” yourself to
encourage more movement.  Throw away the TV remote, garage door opener, bread
machine, etc.  Sit on mats on the floor instead of couches, as they do in Okinawa.
Getting up and down alone will keep you strong!  The Blue Zones team organizes
“walking school buses” in which neighborhood kids walk to school with rotating
chaperones.  Most of the centenarians studied spend hours a day gardening, and the
world’s healthiest occupation appears to be shepherding, in which people spending hours
a day climbing up and down hills, herding animals, but it is done in a fairly leisurely
manner!

2) Know Your Purpose. Have a reason to get up in the morning.  “What will I eat for
breakfast, lunch and dinner” (my usual preoccupations) is not enough!  In Costa Rica
they call it “Plan de Vida” and in Okinawa “Ikigai”

3) Eat Less.  In Okinawa, every meal is begun with the phrase, “Hara Hachi Bu,” a
Confucian saying that reminds people to eat only until 80% full.

4) Plant Slant.  Minimize meat and instead eat beans or tofu daily.  Eat more vegetables,
herbs and fruits, preferably from your own garden!  Many of the centenarians ate what
they produced, and that was about it.  Eat 2 oz. of nuts daily for huge health benefits.

5) Drink in moderation, especially red wine.  Which may help you to:

6) Relax.  De-stress by naps, yoga, or anything else that works for you.

7) Be Spiritual. This may mean organized religion, spending time in nature, volunteering or
whatever is meaningful to you.  Bottom line: those who go to church at least monthly
and/or belong to a faith-based community experience better health.



8) Family First.  Most centenarians have very close family ties and derive great pleasure
from children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.  Establish family rituals and
embrace intergenerational living.

9) Socialize. In many Blue Zones people spend hours a day socializing.  In Okinawa,
women organize themselves into moais, or groups of lifelong friends who support each
other and spend time together daily.  Walking together is a great way to spend time with
friends, and Blue Zones organizes “walking moais” in the US.


